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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. In a recent article, Shi [4; 5.2 Theorem] proves an identity relating
the number of certain lattice paths and the number of appropriate standard
skew tableaux. The purpose of this brief note is to observe that Shi’s
identity can be realized as a character identity for the symmetric group. In
fact, what we do is to state and prove a more general character formula
that involves skew representations of the symmetric groups and depends
upon k=1, 2, 3, ..., so that Shi’s identity follows from the special case k=2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. If *=(*1 , ..., *k) and +=(+1 , ..., +k) are two partitions such that
*i+i for i=1, ..., k, the skew partition *+ will be denoted by
(a1 , ..., ak | s1 , ..., sk&1), where ai=*i&+i (i=1, 2, ..., k), and si=+i&+i+1
(i=1, ..., k&1). Pictorially, we have (for k=3):
s1 a1
s2 a2
a3
By |*+| we denote the sum ki=1 (*i&+i) and by f
*+ we denote the
number of all standard tableaux of shape *+. Here, a standard tableaux of
shape *+ contains each of the elements 1, 2, ..., |*+| exactly once, so that
the rows increase from left to right and the columns increase from top to
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bottom. Suppose for a moment that k=2, and let *+=(a, b | s). Then
Shi’s identity reads [4; 5.2 Theorem, (5.1.2) and (2.5.1)]
f (a, b | s)= :
[s2]
i=0
(&1) i \s&ii + f (a+s&1&i, b&i | 1) (2.1.1)
Let /*+ be the character of the symmetric group Sm , m=|*+|, corre-
sponding to *+ (see [1; p. 63] or [2; p. 49]). We recall that the degree of
/*+ is f *+. If nm, we denote by /*+ a SmSn , or simply /
*+ a Sn , the restriction
of /*+ to Sn . Here, we regard Sn as a subgroup of Sm via the embedding
that fixes the elements n+1, n+2, ..., m of [1, 2, ..., m]. We shall need the
following result (which is a special case of the branching rule for skew
representations):
/*+ a SmSm&1=:
#
/#, (2.2.1)
where # runs over all skew partitions *+i+ , i=1, 2, ..., k, where +
i
+ is a
partition formed by adding one box to the right of row i of +. Since the
branching rule we mentioned previously does not seem to appear in the
literature, we give a proof of (2.2.1): First, note that from [1;
2.4.11(i) Lemma] (for k=1) and [1; 2.3.13(i) Theorem] we obtain
immediately /*+ a S mSm&1=; /
;, where ; runs over all skew partitions
*i& +, i=1, ..., k, where *
i
& is a partition formed by subtracting one box
from the right of row i of *. It is well-known that if ; and # are skew parti-
tions related via a rotation through 180%, then /;=/# (for example, see [3;
2.7]). Now (2.2.1) follows by applying the previous remarks to the skew
partition obtained from *+ via a rotation through 180%.
3. RESULTS
3.1. If m is a non-negative integer, and i1 , ..., ik are integers, we use
the notation
\ mi1 , ..., ik+=
m !
i1 ! } } } ik ! (m&i1& } } } &ik)!
for the indicated multinomial coefficient as long as i1 , ..., ik0, and
i1+ } } } +ikm. Otherwise, we set ( mi1 , ..., i k)=0. We need one final bit of
notation. Supposing :=(a1 , ..., ak | s1 , ..., sk&1) is a skew partition, fix u
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satisfying su=min[s1 , ..., sk&1]. If i1 , ..., ik&1 are integers satisfying the
inequalities
0iu[su 2],
(3.1.1)
0ivsu&2iu&(i1+ } } } + i^u+ } } } +iv&1), v # [1, 2, ..., k&1]&[u]
0ivav , v # [1, 2, ..., u&1]
0ivav+1, v # [u+1, ..., k&1]
where @^ means omit i, we let :(i1 , ..., ik&1) be the following skew partition:
(a1&i1 , ..., au&1&iu&1, au&su&iu , au+1&iu , ..., ak&ik&1 | s1+i1&i2 , ...,
su&2+iu&2&iu&1 , su&1+iu&1+su&iu ,
0, su+1+iu&iu+1, ..., sk&1+ik&2&ik&1).
Informally speaking, :(i1 , ..., ik&1) is formed by first subtracting i1 , ..., ik&1
boxes from the left of rows 1, ..., u&1, u+1, ..., k, respectively, of : and
adding these to the left of row u, and finally, adding more boxes to row u
so that this and row u+1 are flush on the left. For example, if
:=(3, 6, 5 | 3, 3), then for u=2 we have :(2, 0)=(1, 9, 58, 0), while for
u=1 we have :(0, 2)=(6, 6, 30, 1). One easily checks that inequalities
(3.1.1) on iv , v # [1, ..., k&1], imply that :(i1 , ..., ik&1) is indeed a skew
partition. We also remark that |:(i1 , ..., ik&1)||:|, and hence we may
consider /:(i1, ..., ik&1) a Sm , where m=|:|. Our main result is the following.
3.2. Theorem. Supposing :=(a1 , ..., ak | s1 , ..., sk&1) is a skew shape,
let m=a1+ } } } +ak , and fix u # [1, ..., k&1] that satisfies su=
min[s1 , ..., sk&1]. Then
/:= :
i1, ..., i k&1
(&1) i 1+ } } } +i k&1 \ su&iui1 , ..., ik&1+ /:(i1, ..., i k&1) a S m , (3.2.1)
where i1 , ..., ik&1 range as in (3.1.1).
Proof. We proceed by induction on su . For su=0, (3.2.1) reduces to
/:=/:, while for su=1, inequalities (3.1.1) force iu=0, and either of
i1 , ..., i^u , ..., ik&1 exactly one is equal to 1 and the rest are zero or all are
equal to zero. In this case, (3.2.1) is simply a rearrangement of (2.2.1) for
m+1 in place of m and
(a1 , ..., au+1, ..., ak | s1 , ..., su&1+1, 0, su+1 , ..., sk&1)
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in place of *+. For the induction step, suppose su2. An application of
(2.2.1) for
;=(a1 , ..., au+1, ..., ak | s1 , ..., su&1+1, su&1, ..., sk&1)
in place of *+ yields
/:=/; a Sm& :
j{u
/T j (;), (3.2.2)
where T j (;) is the skew partition obtained by subtracting one box from
the left of row j of ;. (Our assumptions on su imply that indeed, T j (;) is
a skew partition for j=1, ..., k). Notice that the skew partitions appearing
in the right-hand of (3.2.2) all satisfy the inductive hypothesis, namely,
their su ’s are strictly less than that of :. After substituting (3.2.1) in the left-
hand side of (3.2.2), once for each of the skew partitions ; and T j (;)
( j{u), and applying the familiar identity
\ su&iui1 , ..., ik&1+
=\su&1&iui1 , ..., ik&1++\
su&1&iu
i1&1, i2 , ..., ik&1++ } } } +\
su&1&iu
i1 , i2 , ..., ik&1&1+ ,
some tedious but completely straightforward bookkeeping involving nothing
but rearrangement of summands yields (3.2.1).
3.3. As a special case, we obtain the character version of Shi’s identity.
Corollary. Suppose (a, b | s) is a skew partition, and let m=a+b.
Then
/(a, b | s) a Sm&1= :
[s2]
i=0
(&1) i \s&ii + /(:+s&1&i, b&i | 1) a S m&1 . (3.3.1)
Proof. For k=2, (3.2.1) yields /(a, b | s) a S m&1=
[s2]
i=0 (&1)
i ( s&ii )
_/(a+s&1&i, b&i | 0) a Sm&1 . An application of (2.2.1), together with the
fact that restriction is transitive gives /(a+s&i, b&i | 0) a Sm&1=
/(a+s&1&i, b&i | 1) a Sm&1 . The result follows.
3.4. Remarks. (1) By taking dimensions, (3.2.1) yields f :=
(&1) i1+ } } } +i k&1 ( s u&i ui1 , ..., i k&1) f
:(i1, ..., ik&1). A natural question here is whether
this identity admits a combinatorial description other than the obvious one
involving exclusively standard tableaux.
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(2) It should be observed that the Lemma of [4; 5.3] follows from
the special case k=2 of (2.2.1).
(3) In (3.3.1), we may replace m&1 by m if s is odd.
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